ABSTRACT: As with many other taxa, climate change is expected to result in geographic range shifts of cetacean species as they track changes in temperature to remain within their ecological niches. Such changes in geographic range could have implications for the conservation and management of cetaceans. Here, we propose a bioclimatic envelope modelling approach for providing quantitative predictions of how the ranges of cetacean species may respond to changing water temperatures. This combines predictions from habitat niche and 'thermal' niche models for an individual species to determine probable geographic range under specific climatic conditions. However, if this approach is to be used to inform conservation strategies, it is essential that the ability to predict responses to environmental change is validated beyond the period of data collection used to construct the models. Therefore, in addition to validation of modelled current range, we included a step to validate the models' ability to predict previous changes in range over time in response to climatic changes using independent data. We demonstrate this approach using common dolphin Delphinus delphis data from the Northeast Atlantic. The combined model was constructed with data collected between 1980 and 2007, and validated using independent distributional records collected between 1930 and 2006. The validated model was then applied to predict future range between 2010 and 2069, based on projected water temperatures. Thus, the modelling approach is shown to provide the type of information required to help ensure that conservation and management strategies remain effective in the face of a changing climate. 
INTRODUCTION
A species' geographic range is determined by the spatio-temporal distribution of environmental variables that define its occupied niche: that is, the areas of the fundamental niche where a species actually occurs (Hutchinson 1957 , Kearney 2006 . There is increasing evidence that the geographic ranges of a wide variety of taxa are shifting in response to climate change as they track, amongst other factors, the changing spatio-temporal distribution of temperatures that define their thermal niche (e.g. Walther et al. 2002 , Parmesan & Yohe 2003 , Thomas 2010 . Bioclimatic envelope models (also known as 'ecological niche models' or 'species distribution models') suggest that such range shifts are likely to continue with further changes in climate (Thomas et al. 2004 , Levinsky et al. 2007 .
Following this rationale, the ranges of cetacean species are expected to shift in response to changes in climate (Learmonth et al. 2006) . MacLeod (2009) provided a qualitative framework for understanding the likely direction of cetacean range changes, which suggests that the majority of marine cetacean species ranges will be affected by changing temperatures, and that these effects are likely to have negative conservation implications for almost half of these species. If these range shifts occur in the short to medium term, some traditional conservation and management strategies, such as the establishment of static reserves, may no longer remain viable. In particular, over time, this could lead to a mismatch between the spatial distribution of species and areas targeted by management (Pyke et al. 2005 , Robinson et al. 2009 ). In addition, many other conservation and management strategies require a reasonable understanding of species distribution for successful implementation (e.g. DEFRA 2009). As a result, understanding how species spatial distributions, and particularly ranges, are likely to alter in response to climate change presents an important challenge for cetacean conservation and management. Specifically, for any conservation strategy to remain effective and adaptive, it is increasingly critical to be able to account for the potential response of species to changes in temperature (Peters & Darling 1985 , Hannah et al. 2002 , Svenning et al. 2009 ).
However, while the qualitative effects of temperature changes on cetacean species ranges are relatively well understood (e.g. Learmonth et al. 2006 , Simmonds & Isaac 2007 , MacLeod 2009 , there is currently no framework for providing quantitative predictions of how species ranges may respond to climate change, despite evidence of climate-related cetacean range shifts already apparent in some regions (e.g. MacLeod et al. 2005 , Leeney et al. 2008 , Salvadeo et al. 2010 . Thus, here we provide a simple bioclimatic envelope modelling approach that combines elements of cetacean habitat niche modelling with a quantification of thermal niche of cetaceans. Specifically, this develops and quantifies the qualitative framework for investigating how cetacean species ranges will respond to changes in climate proposed by MacLeod (2009) , which grouped species according to their likely response to water temperature changes. As both the framework developed by MacLeod (2009) and that considered here are empirical, a mechanical understanding of the relationship between water temperature and cetacean range is not required (i.e. it is not imperative to understand why cetacean distributions are related to temperature, only to empirically demonstrate that they are).
The proposed approach consists of 3 stages (Fig. 1) . Firstly, the relationship between species spatial distribution and habitat variables is modelled to control for the effects of topographic discontinuities on species occurrence and the ability of a species to track its preferred thermal niche (Fig. 1 , Boxes 1−4). MacLeod (2009) highlighted this as an essential issue to consider when investigating how cetacean ranges will respond to change in climate. Next, the thermal niche occupied by the species is modelled based on one of the 4 climate change response groupings proposed by MacLeod (2009) (Fig. 1 , Boxes 2 & 5−8): warm water limited species (WWL, see Fig. 2 ), cool and warm water limited species (CWWL), cool water limited species (CWL), and cosmopolitan species. Species in each of these groupings are expected to respond, in terms of their range, in a similar manner, with each grouping associated with a function of a specific form (see Appendix 1 for details). When quantified for a particular species, this function forms a model of the thermal niche occupied by a species, and hence, its range in relation to spatial patterns in water temperature. This thermal niche model is then used to weight the habitat niche model for a timespecific water temperature data set to produce a predicted species range for a specific period of time, which accounts for both topographic preferences and water temperature preferences (Fig. 1, .
The thermal niche and habitat niche models are conducted as separate steps in this process as preferences for individual habitat variables are likely to differ depending on where temperatures at specific locations fall in relation to the species thermal niche (Fig. 2) . When water temperatures lie outside the species thermal niche, the species will not occur even within the most favoured habitat combinations. In contrast, within the thermal niche, temperature is unlikely to influence the species distribution, which instead will be primarily influenced by habitat preferences. At the edges of the thermal niche, an interaction between water temperature and habitat preferences is likely, meaning that as temperatures become less favourable, the species becomes more and more restricted to the most preferred habitat combinations. Consequently, by dividing the niche characteristics into those that will change with climate (temperature) and those which are essentially fixed (habitat), the modelling process becomes simpler to understand and conduct, and therefore more widely applicable. However, despite this simplicity, it can still account for the complex interaction between the temperature niche and the habitat niche occupied by a species.
The final stage of the modelling process consists of 2 validation steps. The first evaluates the ability of the model to predict the current static spatial distribution of the species using data collected during the same time period as that used to build the model. This ensures that the model accurately captures both the habitat niche and its interaction with the thermal niche for a single period in time, and therefore represents a good model of the species current range. The second step validates the ability of the model to predict changes in species range over time in response to previous changes in climate using an independent dataset that covers a longer time period than that of the data used to construct the model (Fig. 1 , Boxes 11−13). This second validation step specifically assesses the ability of the model to make predictions across a period of environmental change and beyond the period of data collection, rather than simply reflect the 'static' distribution of a species, which is essential if this approach is to be applied to understanding how cetacean ranges are likely to change in 207 Fig. 1 . Proposed modelling framework used to provide quantitative predictions of how cetacean ranges are likely to respond to temperature changes over time response to climate change for conservation and management purposes. We demonstrate this approach by using it to investigate how the range of common dolphin Delphinus delphis in the Northeast Atlantic is likely to change in response to future changes in temperature. The area and species were chosen due to the availability of data to construct and validate the models, and because this represents the region where common dolphins are at the cool water limit of their current range (Weir et al. 2001 . As a consequence, common dolphin range changes associated with changes in climate are most likely to be detected in region (MacLeod 2009). Indeed, evidence consistent with temperature-induced range changes in common dolphin has already been identified in this area (MacLeod et al. 2005) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study area and model construction data
The study area covered the Northeast Atlantic from northern Spain in the south to Norway and Iceland in the north (Fig. 3) . To construct the required habitat niche and thermal niche models, sightings data were obtained from long-term data sets collected between 1980 and 2007 by the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC), the Irish Whale and Dolphin Group (IWDG) and Marinelife. Where species identification was unclear, sightings were assigned to the lowest level of taxonomic certainty. Only summer sightings (June to September) were analysed due to limited data availability for other seasons and to avoid the complication of incorporating seasonal shifts in distribution, such as offshore/onshore movements. In addition, the thermal preference of common dolphin in this region is much better understood in summer months than in winter months (e.g. MacLeod et al. 2007 ). All sightings were entered into a GIS created using ESRI Arcview 9.2.
Habitat niche model
The habitat niche model was quantified based on 3 variables: water depth, seabed slope and standard deviation of seabed slope. These variables were selected, as they are known to be the most important variables for determining the topographic habitat preferences of cetaceans in this region (Kiszka et al. 2007 , Weir et al. 2009 ) and so are likely to present the greatest constraints on species occurrence within their thermal niche. Data on water depth were obtained from the combination of 2 data sets: DigiBath 250 (British Geological Society), used only for the coastal waters of western Scotland due to its complex coastline and seabed topography; and ETOP02, used for the remainder of the study area. Each depth data set was converted to a 2.5 km 2 depth grid for the appropriate area. Grids for seabed slope and standard deviation of slope were derived from these 2 depth data sets. The resulting DigiBath and ETOP02 grids were then merged together to form 3 continuous 2.5 km 2 grids of depth, slope and standard deviation of slope covering the whole study area. Data for these 3 variables were extracted and linked to each sighting.
Of the wide range of techniques available to model a species' habitat niche (see Redfern et al. 2006 Fig. 2 . Thermal niche function for warm water limited species. Species occurrence increases with increasing water temperature from a starting asymptote of 0 (outside of the thermal niche), until an asymptote is reached at a value of 1 (firmly within the thermal niche). The interaction between habitat and temperature preferences alters depending on the location of a species in relation to its thermal niche. As such, a species may occupy a much wider range of habitats when close to the core of its thermal niche than when close to the edge of it, and will not occur in even the most preferred habitats when the water temperatures lie outside its thermal niche cation trees to model the common dolphin habitat niche. Classification trees provide a relatively simple and easily interpretable model that is understandable to non-specialists. This is an important consideration when results might need to be understood by stakeholders and end-users who are not necessarily familiar with complex habitat modelling techniques. Following MacLeod et al. (2007) , when producing the classification tree, sightings data for common dolphin (n = 2718) were used as presence points (i.e. they represent habitat combinations that common dolphins are known to utilise), and sightings of other species (n = 13 082) were used as absence points, as they indicate surveyed combinations of habitat variables that were sampled during survey effort, but where common dolphins were not recorded. While the use of the sighting locations of other species as absence data points may not reflect all locations where common dolphins were not recorded, they provide a measure of the combinations of habitats where it occurs in comparison to the general cetacean 'niche' occupied in the Northeast Atlantic (see MacLeod et al. 2007 for further consideration of this issue). However, using the locations of other species as absence data points for common dolphin could, theoretically, mean that actual habitat preferences may be misspecified if these locations are not representative of all available habitat combinations for the variables included in the model. This is most likely to occur with relatively small data sets rather than the sample of ~16 000 locations used in this study, which means almost all available combinations of the 3 variables in the study area are likely to have been sampled. However, whether this limitation causes a major bias for the final species range model is directly assessed in the first validation step below, where the ability of the resulting model to accurately predict the current spatial distribution is assessed.
The initial classification tree was pruned using cross-validation to select a tree size with the smallest estimated error (see De'ath & Fabricius 2000) . This ensured a reasonably simple tree that incorporated only the most important relationships between species distributions and the variables included in the model, and which are those most likely to limit a species distribution within the thermal niche. The classification tree analysis was conducted using BRODGAR software (Highland Statistics) linked to R 2.6.0 (R Development Core Team).
The resulting classification tree model of the habitat niche was then applied to the study area as a whole. This was achieved by assigning a probability of occurrence, derived from the proportion of presence cells out of the total number of cells at the terminal nodes of the tree, to each grid cell based on the 
Thermal niche model
Gridded monthly sea surface temperature (SST) data from 1980 to 2007 were obtained from the Met Office HadiSST dataset at a 1° resolution. The appropriate SST data were extracted for all sightings within the data set based on the location of the sighting and the month and year in which it was recorded. Next, sightings data were divided into 1°C temperature categories, and the proportion of common dolphin sightings in relation to sightings of all species in each category was calculated. This provided a probability distribution of common dolphin occurrence in relation to water temperature. The probability distribution of common dolphin in each 1°C temperature class was then re-classified into 3 categories of water temperatures: where the species does not usually occur and is therefore outside its thermal niche (value: 0); where the species occurs but is not common (0.5); and where the species commonly occurs (1). These 3 categories equate to the unsuitable, marginal and core sections of the thermal niche respectively ( Fig. 2) and allow a single sigmoidal function to be easily fitted to represent the differing relationship between species occurrence and water temperature in these sections of the thermal niche. Where the proportional occurrence of common dolphin within a temperature category was > 25% of its maximum proportional occurrence in any temperature category, it was re-classified as common and assigned a value of 1. When this proportional occurrence was between 5 and 25%, it was re-classified as uncommon and given a value of 0.5. When the occurrence was < 5%, it was re-classified as rare/absent and given a value of 0.
In order to ensure sufficient data were available for us to be confident that the occurrence of a species within a particular 1°C temperature class is likely to be an accurate representation of the species distribution in relation to water temperature, the species rarity needs to be accounted for. This was achieved by calculating the proportion of all sightings that were common dolphin and using this as the minimum number of cetacean records required to assign a high probability that the species would be recorded if present in a particular temperature class. In the case of common dolphin, 1 in 6 of all sightings in the whole dataset belonged to this species. Therefore, only those temperature categories containing ≥6 sightings were used to calculate the thermal niche model for this species.
Next, the common dolphin was assigned to one of the 4 possible climate-change response groupings proposed by MacLeod (2009) based on its known distribution in relation to water temperatures within the study area (as determined from current literature). The sigmoidal thermal niche function can then be estimated by fitting a specific equation (relevant to the appropriate climate-change response grouping) to the re-classified probability distribution of occurrence in relation to water temperature using an iterative process to find the best fit. As common dolphins within the study area are likely to be WWL (Rice 1998 , Kaschner 2004 , MacLeod 2009 ), the following function was used to define the thermal niche:
The values for this function in relation to common dolphin were derived by randomly assigning values between the minimum and maximum possible values for slope (s: between 0 and 1) and central point (c : between −2 and 50°C) of the positive sigmoidal thermal niche function, and calculating the sum of squares of differences between the predicted occurrence value for each temperature category (T) and the actual occurrence value. This was repeated > 20 000 times to obtain the best fit (on a least sum of squares basis) between the equation describing the thermal niche and the actual occurrence of common dolphin in relation to water temperature. By introducing these best fit-derived values for s and c into the above formula, the resulting quantified function can be used to calculate the likelihood of occurrence for common dolphin based on water temperature at any given time and location (TN). This likelihood of occurrence ranges from 0 (unsuitable water temperatures that are outside the species thermal niche) to 1 (core water temperatures at the centre of the thermal niche), with a slope between these 2 asymptotes (marginal water temperatures at the edge of the species thermal niche).
Predicting species range under specific climatic conditions
In order to predict the species range under specific climatic conditions, information on temperature (T) for each grid cell in the area covered by the habitat model is required for a specific time period of interest. This is achieved by creating a temperature grid with the same resolution and extent as the habitat niche model output for a specific time period. The thermal niche model output is then applied to this temperature grid to produce a cell-specific thermal niche weighting value between 0 and 1. The habitat model is then multiplied by the thermal niche weighting to estimate the likelihood of occurrence within each cell based on both the habitat niche model and the thermal niche model. Where the thermal niche weighting value is 1, the likelihood of occurrence is defined solely by habitat preferences; with a value of 0, it is defined solely by the temperature preferences. Between these 2 values, the likelihood of occurrence is defined by an interaction between habitat and temperature preferences, with occurrence contracting towards the core of the habitat niche as the temperature weighting value decreases (see Fig. 2 ). Finally, the predicted occurrence was re-scaled on a scale of 0 to 1 to create a habitat suitability index where 1 indicated the most suitable habitat within the region and zero the least suitable habitat. This was done by dividing the value in each cell by the maximum predicted likelihood of occurrence for a specific model prediction. For common dolphin in the Northeast Atlantic, decadal predictions of summer range between 1930 and 2008 were created using SST data extracted from the HadiSST dataset. The average summer decadal SST was calculated for each 1° grid cell and rescaled to a resolution of 2.5 km 2 . The thermal niche model was then applied to each decadal SST grid, and the habitat niche model was multiplied by each in turn, to estimate the likelihood of each grid cell falling within the species thermal and habitat niche, and therefore within the species range, for each specific decade.
Model validation
The ability of the model to predict the current static range of the species was evaluated by comparing it to the known current distribution of the species. In relation to common dolphin in the Northeast Atlantic, the distribution of common dolphins from the JNCC Cetacean Distribution Atlas (Reid et al. 2003 ) was used to represent an independent source of information on the current distribution of the species, as this represents the most comprehensive analysis of cetacean species distribution in this region (data available at http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-2713). There was a degree of overlap between the model-building data used in this study and the JNCC Atlas dataset, although the effect of this on model validation output is considered minimal. This is because, while JNCC data was also used to build the combined envelope model, this constituted only 18% of all common dolphin sightings and <1% of all model building data. In addition, only 21.5% of total sightings contained within the Atlas dataset for UK waters were JNCC data, with ~78.5% of sightings derived from 2 other sources (UK Mammal Society Cetacean Group/Sea Watch Foundation and the Sea Mammal Research Unit), which were not included in the model building data set.
These data were compared to the predicted range of common dolphin from the combined thermal and habitat niche models based on the average summer water temperatures between 2000 and 2008. Data (Fig. 4) . As the modelling process in this study is primarily aimed at predicting the range of the species under different climatic conditions, and not the density of the species occurrence within the range, ICES ¼ grid rectangles where common dolphins were recorded in the Atlas dataset were classified as present, while those which had at least some survey effort in them, but where common dolphins were not recorded, were classified as absence. These were then compared to the predicted occurrence in each ICES ¼ grid cell using the predicted occurrence as an independent variable and presence or absence from the Atlas dataset as the dependent variable within a GAM with a binomial distribution and logistic link function, conducted in BRODGAR software linked to R 2.6.0. A significant positive relationship between the predicted occurrence and the presence of common dolphin within each ICES ¼ grid cell would indicate a validated model of the current static range of common dolphin. In addition, as the species range was the most important element of the species distribution to be validated, it was deemed more important to achieve a low number of false negatives (i.e. predicting a species is absent when it is actually present) than a low number of false positives (i.e. predicting a species as present when it is actually absent). Thus, it was deemed more appropriate for the purposes of this study to have a model that overpredicted species occurrence within the range rather than under-predicted the range itself. This is because there are likely to be additional factors that influence a species distribution within its range that are not included in this range model (potentially resulting in over-prediction in the current model).
The second validation step specifically tested the ability of the model to predict changes in the species range over time in response to changes in water temperature. Here, it is only in regions where species range is predicted to change over time that the ability of the model to predict changes in species range in response to changes in climate can be fully tested. Therefore, the spatial area with the greatest predicted change in range over time needed to be identified, and changes in occurrence of the species within this region from an independent data set need to be compared to the model's predictions. For this study, the area with the greatest predicted change between 1930 and 2008 was identified as the North Sea, based on a comparison of the model predictions for each decade (Fig. 4) . This is consistent with this area representing the cool water edge of common dolphin distribution in the Northeast Atlantic (Reid et al. 2003 .
Obtaining an independent data set for a time period beyond that which was used to create a model is extremely difficult for cetaceans, given that the collection of sea-based survey data did not start in earnest until the late 1970s. However, in the UK (which constitutes the eastern boundary of the North Sea), systematic stranding records are available going back as far as 1913 (e.g. Fraser 1974 , Sheldrick 1989 . While stranding records have a number of potential limitations, such as the influence of oceanographic features on the timing and location of a stranding, when investigated, it has been found that there is high fidelity between sighting and stranding data in relation to the distribution, composition and abundance of cetaceans for the same region (Maldini et al. 2005 , Pyenson 2011 ). In addition, stranding data are commonly used to establish the presence of a species within a specific region, and therefore help determine a species range (e.g. MacLeod et al. 2004 , Norman et al. 2004 , Jefferson et al. 2009 ). Further, given a sufficiently comprehensive stranding reporting scheme, such as that in the UK, changes in species occurrence within the stranding record over time are likely to reflect changes in the species spatial distribution at sea (e.g. MacLeod et al. 2005 , Pyenson 2011 ). Therefore, UK stranding data provided a suitable long-term independent data set of likely presence or absence of common dolphin within the British North Sea and enabled us to evaluate the model's predictive ability over a 76 yr period, which is substantially longer than the period of data collection for the data used to build the model.
To use these data to validate the ability of the model to predict changes in the range of common dolphin over time, we firstly calculated the average number of years per decade in which common dolphins were recorded in the British North Sea stranding record between 1930 and 2006. This provided a measure of how frequently common dolphins were present in the North Sea each decade, and limits the influence of reporting effort compared to a measure based on total stranding numbers. We then calculated the average predicted occurrence of common dolphins for all grid cells in the North Sea validation area (Fig. 4) for the same decade-long time-periods, as this provided a region-wide measure of how the species range in the North Sea is predicted to change over time. An average value could be used in this way as it is only the temperature value that is changing over time and not the underlying habitat. Therefore, a change in the av-erage predicted occurrence would indicate a response to changes in water temperature in this region. Specifically, an increasing value between successive decades would indicate an expansion into otherwise suitable habitat areas within the North Sea region, while a decreasing value would indicate a contraction in the species range out of such habitat areas within the North Sea region.
The predicted occurrence within the North Sea region in each decade was compared to the average number of years in which common dolphins were recorded stranded on British North Sea coasts using a Pearson correlation conducted in SPSS software (version 17.0). A positive correlation between modelled predicted occurrence and common dolphin presence in the stranding record over the same decades for the North Sea validation area would indicate that the model is successful at predicting changes in the range of common dolphin in response to changes in water temperature over time.
Predicting future occurrence of common dolphin under the projected effects of climate change
Once the predictive ability of the combined habitat niche and thermal niche model has been assessed (and assuming its predictive ability has been validated), the model can then be used to predict how the distribution of a species is likely to change under future changes in climate. For common dolphin in the Northeast Atlantic, future predicted distributions were made using projections of SST from the HadCM3 climate model (Johns et al. 2003) using the combined habitat and thermal niche model. For these predictions, we used average projected SST data for summer months following the A1b emission scenario (Nakićenović et al. 2000) for each decade between 2010 and 2069.
RESULTS
Habitat niche model
Of the 3 topographic habitat variables included in the analysis, the classification tree identified water depth as the most important variable defining common dolphin occurrence in the Northeast Atlantic, followed by standard deviation of slope (Fig. 5) . The habitat niche map constructed from this classification tree (Fig. 6a) shows common dolphin occurrence to be highest over the continental shelf and shelf edge in water depths between 67.5 and 2498 m, and where 
. Classification tree of common dolphin
Delphinus delphis habitat preferences in the Northeast Atlantic. Each tree branch split is accompanied by a terminal node (in bold). For each terminal node, the estimated likelihood (%) of occurrence for common dolphin based on the presence and absence data points that fall within that specific habitat classification is provided; total number of data points are in brackets the standard deviation of slope ranges between 0.7230 and 1.377. This is consistent with previous studies of common dolphin habitat preferences in this region (e.g. MacLeod et al. 2007 ). The habitat model also predicts extensive occurrence of common dolphin from the north of the UK to the Norwegian Sea (Fig. 6a) , an area where this species is rarely recorded in summer months (Reid et al. 2003 ).
Thermal niche model
The fitted thermal niche model with the lowest sum of squares had values of 0.58 and 11.48 for slope (s) and central point (c) respectively. The modelled threshold between unsuitable and marginal temperature was ~8°C, while the threshold between marginal and core temperature was ~14°C (Fig. 7 ). This corresponds with the known summer temperature preferences of this species around the UK and Ireland (e.g. MacLeod et al. 2007) . When this thermal niche model is combined with the habitat niche model, the resulting predicted range is more in keeping with the known range of common dolphin in the Northeast Atlantic than the prediction of the habitat niche model alone (Fig. 6b) .
Model validation
In terms of the ability to predict the current static range of common dolphin, there was a positive, nonlinear relationship between log modelled occurrence of common dolphin between 2000 and 2008 and the presence−absence of common dolphin in the Atlas data (smoother: p < 0.001, df estimated = 2.71, deviance explained = 13.6%, n = 2267; Fig. 8a ). Although the deviance explained was relatively low at 13.6%, this is likely due to poorer ability of the model to explain within-range distribution, rather than to model the range size itself. Of greater importance, common dolphins were not recorded in any ICES ¼ grid cells where the model predicted the lowest likelihood of occurrence, while actual occurrence was highest in areas where modelled likelihood of occurrence was highest (Fig. 8b) . However, this indicates that while the current range of the species has been accurately captured by this model, the distribution within the range is likely to be substantially smaller than that estimated by the model in terms of occupied areas. Specifically, this suggests that common dolphin may only occur in~1/3 of the cells identified as suitable from this model. As noted above, this is not unexpected given that the aim of the bioclimatic envelope model is to predict the geographic range of a species (Fig. 9) . This predicted range was most limited in the period 1960−1969, which was the decade when the lowest average SST was recorded (Figs. 9 & 10) . In comparison, the prediction for 1940−1949 showed a more northern range extent, while the period of 2000−2008 showed the greatest range extent of all the years modelled.
In terms of validating the model's ability to predict changes in range over time in response to changes in water temperature, there was a strong and significant positive correlation between predicted common dolphin occurrence in the North Sea region as a whole and the occurrence of common dolphin strandings within the stranding record (r = 0.731, n = 8 decades, p = 0.039, Fig. 10 ). Indeed, the R 2 value indicates that 53% of the variation in the strandings was matched by similar variation in predicted occurrence in the North Sea region across this time period. Overall, this presents a clear indication that the model of common dolphin occurrence constructed from sighting data collected between 1980 and 2007 accurately reflects actual changes in range in response to changes in water temperature over a longer time period. The validation process, therefore, provides some confidence in the ability of this particular model to predict the likely responses to local climate changes rather than just reflecting a static distribution in relation to current climatic conditions. (Fig. 11) . In particular, the model predicts that the area of otherwise suitable habitat to the north of the UK, which is currently unoccupied by common dolphins, is likely to become occupied as temperatures increase and, as a result, start to fall within the species thermal niche.
DISCUSSION
Based on the framework provided by MacLeod (2009), we have developed a relatively simple and widely applicable bioclimatic envelope modelling approach that captures the interaction between the habitat and thermal niche occupied by a cetacean species, and which can be used to predict how a species geographic range is likely to change under different climatic conditions. In particular, our analysis supports the hypothesis that water temperature is a limiting factor in the geographic range of certain cetacean species (MacLeod 2009 , Salvadeo et al. 2010 , Kaschner et al. 2011 . Consequently, with climate change expected to have significant impacts on the world oceans in the short to medium term (IPCC 2007), we expect the geographic range of certain cetacean species to shift alongside future changes in temperature.
Robust projections of future species ranges require that predictive ability of models are suitably evaluated, preferably using independent datasets (Araújo et al. 2005) . Typically, bioclimatic model evaluation focuses on the ability of a model to reflect the current distribution of a species. However, confidence in predicting the response of species distributions to novel climates is considerably enhanced where it is possible to evaluate the predictive accuracy of the model against historic changes in a species range alongside documented changes in climatic variables, such as temperature (Araújo et al. 2005 , Martínez-Meyer 2005 , Willis et al. 2009 ). Thus, model validation beyond the time period of data used for its construction is an essential step if predictions from the model are to be used for conservation and management purposes. Here, not only were we able to validate the models' ability to predict current range limits but, importantly, the availability of long-term stranding records in the UK also enabled evaluation of the models' ability to predict how these range limits have altered as the environment changed over a 76 yr period (in comparison to the 28 yr of data collected to construct the model). Specifically, water temperatures in the North Sea have varied across 3 distinct phases since 1930, with 2 periods of higher temperatures (1930−1949 and 1980−present) separated by a period of low temperatures (1950−1979) . By using the long-term strandings dataset, we could investigate the extent of agreement between observed and pre- While the increase in the number of common dolphins recorded stranded on British North Sea coasts in the 1990s and 2000s could, in part, be due to an increase in reporting effort since 1990, we argue that this would have had little effect on the overall relationship between decadal changes in modelled occurrence in the North Sea as a whole and the average number of years in any given decade during which common dolphins were recorded stranded. Firstly, there is a good fit between the model data and stranding rates across all 3 of the temperature phases described above and not just during the last 2 decades when stranding recording effort is known to have increased. In particular, the model successfully predicted the decline in strandings of common dolphin between the 1930s and 1950s as temperatures in this region de clined (see Fig. 10b ), as well as the increase in recent years when temperatures have increased again, and this correlation cannot be a result of any bias caused by an increase in stranding recording efforts in the last 2 decades. Secondly, the occurrence of common dolphin in the North Sea was measured by common dolphin presence per year in the stranding record as opposed to the total number of common dolphin strandings, thereby reducing the impact of monitoring effort on the observed decadal scale variation in strandings rate. Therefore, the relationship between predicted range change and changes in the stranding data between 1930 and 2006 is likely to represent a true ability to detect change in species range over time rather than as a result of a bias in the stranding data due to enhanced recording effort since the 1990s. In addition, this suggests that the changes in the occurrence of common dolphin in the British North Sea stranding record do, indeed, reflect changes in species range over time.
To date, there has been little research addressing the conservation implications of changes in the ranges of cetacean species over time. Yet, until we have a greater understanding of how cetacean species ranges may shift in response to climate change, developing specific mitigation strategies to counter potentially negative impacts is extremely difficult (UNEP/CMS 2006 , IWC 2009 . The modelling approach presented here rep- resents a first step towards achieving the required level of understanding of this potential effect of climate change on cetaceans. For example, by applying this modelling approach to the common dolphin in the Northeast Atlantic, we can predict that, if temperature change follows the A1b medium emission scenario (Nać enović et al. 2009 ), the geographic range of common dolphin is likely to progressively expand further northwards between the 2010s and the 2060s, from northern UK shelf waters, to Faroese waters and eventually the Norwegian Sea (Fig. 9 ). In addition, this demonstrates that while assessments of climate change impacts often concentrate on the negative implications for cetacean species (Learmonth et al. 2006 , Simmonds & Isaac 2007 , it is also important to recognise that not all species will necessarily be negatively affected by climate change. For example, the common dolphin, a warm water limited species that occupies both oceanic and shelf waters, is predicted to benefit from an expanded distribution in the Northeast Atlantic. While the model presented here predicts a northward range expansion of common dolphin in the Northeast Atlantic under climate change, evidence potentially exists that the actual outcome may, instead, be a northwards range shift. Specifically, while the common dolphin in this region was classified as a WWL species, the re-classified values of common dolphin distribution in relation to water temperatures showed potential evidence of a reduction in relative common dolphin occurrence in waters > 21°C (see Fig. 6 ). This could indicate that the common dolphin in the Northeast Atlantic is actually a CWWL species, and does not occur in the warmest waters. This has also been suggested for common dolphins in the western Atlantic (Jefferson et al. 2009 ). However, further investigation of this issue was not possible in this study as the range of water temperatures sampled was not sufficient to determine the most appropriate form for the thermal niche function in the warmest water temperatures found in the Northeast Atlantic. Therefore, for this study, the common dolphin was classified as a WWL species based on the best currently available information (Evans 1994 , Rice 1998 , Kaschner 2004 .
However, the possibility that common dolphins in the Northeast Atlantic area may not occur in the warmest waters should be borne in mind when interpreting the results of these models. Specifically, the predicted future ranges are potentially more accurate for the northern portion of the study area, where the range is predicted to expand, and may require modification at the southern end of this study area. In addition, this highlights that, while the modelling process developed here may be applicable to a wide variety of cetaceans, and indeed other marine species, the specific model developed for the common dolphin should not be extrapolated to other regions of the world without repeating the model validation steps specified above to ensure it is valid to do so.
One potential limitation of the proposed modelling approach is that it does not account for how biotic interactions may change with changing environmental conditions, which could alter the potential for species to inhabit an otherwise suitable habitat (Davis et al. 1998 , Pearson & Dawson 2003 . Except for barriers related to seabed topography, we have assumed universal dispersal capabilities, and that the tolerance range of species will remain the same over time (i.e. niche conservatism; see Pearson & Dawson 2003 for a detailed review of these limitations). Bearing in mind these possible limitations, the approach presented here nevertheless provides a first step towards being able to model the impacts of climate change on cetacean species ranges, and the validation process demonstrates that even with the relatively simplistic approach developed here, a large amount of the variation in species range resulting from climate change can be captured by such a model. Further development of this modelling approach could overcome the above-mentioned limitations by incorporating into the modelling process the functional mechanisms that drive the link between water temperature and cetacean occurrence. This, in turn, may improve accuracy of simulated distributions under scenarios of climate change (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000 , Hijmans & Graham 2006 , Kearney & Porter 2009 ). At present, the functional mechanisms that link cetacean distribution to water temperature are unclear. Three hypotheses have, so far, been proposed: (1) There is a direct relationship between a species' thermal limits and water temperature, driven by the physiology of the species (MacLeod 2009); (2) There is an indirect relationship, as defined by the effects of water temperature on prey distribution (Learmonth et al. 2006) ; (3) The relationship is defined by the effect of temperature on the outcome of competitive interactions ). It is not known which, if any, of these hypotheses are correct, or indeed whether they are mutually exclusive. Until these mechanisms are better understood, incorporating functional mechanisms into the ecological modelling approach present here will remain difficult and at best speculative.
In general, bioclimatic envelope models are considered a useful and appropriate starting point for estimating climate change impacts on species ranges and sites of conservation importance (Dockerty et al. 2003 , Pearson & Dawson 2003 , Martínez-Meyer 2005 . The ability to predict the response of cetacean ranges to future water temperature changes is, therefore, important for progressing beyond static and typically reactive conservation management approaches towards more dynamic and adaptive ones, which can better account for changes in species ranges as a result of climate change. In this way, scenarios of changes in species ranges can be an important component to exploring how individual species, or overall biodiversity, could be redistributed at specific points in the future in relation to management boundaries or areas of high vulnerability (e.g. Téllez-Valdés & Dávila-Aranda 2003, Hannah et al. 2007 , Kaschner et al. 2011 . For example, we predict that by the 2020s common dolphin range will expand beyond the boundaries currently set in place under the Agreement on the Conservation of Small Cetaceans of the Baltic and the North Seas (ASCOBANS). As such, mitigation measures to prevent bycatch, the largest threat facing common dolphins in this region (Reeves et al. 2003 , DEFRA 2009 , may need to be introduced outside the current 'Agreement' and 'Extended Agreement' ASCOBANS boundaries as common dolphin range expands. Therefore, even given the relatively simplistic approach applied to our case study, the validation procedure suggests that the combined habitat niche and thermal niche model has an ability to make an initial quantitative assessment of where and when individual species ranges, such as that of the common dolphin, will shift with changes in climate, and therefore provide important information for conservation and management purposes. 
